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Transit Across Michigan

Click anywhere on the above image to view DigitalCT Editor Rich Sampson’s
reflections on the Michigan Transit Tour
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A storm’s coming.
Is your agency ready?
In the perfect storm of ﬁnancial, demographical and technological challenges in transit, governments
and agencies are being asked to do more with less. Finding a partner with the expertise, experience,
scale, technology and vision to overcome these challenges is vital. Explore a solution to affordably
replace outdated, expensive legacy systems with modern industry-changing technology.
See how Ecolane and National Express are providing the blue sky you're looking for.
Visit us at www.ecolane.com/blueskies.

ecolane.com/blueskies
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The CT Podcast
In the Oregon Transit Trail edition of DigitalCT, the CTPodcast page
features two important conversations. To subscribe to the CTPodcast, go to http://ctpodcast.blogspot.com/ or search “The CTPodcast” in iTunes. Click on the microphone beside each entry to listen.
Masabi CEO Brian Zanghi on the Future of Mobile Ticketing.

The
the
CTA
com
Pod
new

CTAA Communications Director Rich Sampson recently chatted with Masabi CEO Brian Zanghi about the future of mobile
ticketing and fare payment. The company recently released a
new ebook: The Future of Fare Collection.
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The Commentary: Michigan –
What A Great State for Transit!
By Rich Sampson
For CTAA’s Executive Director Scott Bogren and myself, our annual trek across a
given state is perhaps our favorite trip of
the year. It allows us a chance to get out of
Washington for an extended stretch and see
firsthand the work on the ground in communities of all sizes. It also allows us to be more
credible and effective advocates for CTAA’s
members and mobility providers everywhere
when we return armed with the experiences
and perspectives of transit professionals
about what’s needed to make their systems
more effective and efficient.

leaders talked about their jam-packed buses
during the annual Tulip Festival, while
Charlevoix County Transit (CCT) takes skiers
right to the slopes.
These connections are what allow communities to thrive and individuals to lead independent lives of their own choosing. Few
lines of work could be as rewarding.

And, much like our experiences in other
states, the innovation we trumpet in policy
and legislation at the national level has its
roots in the practical strategies and solutions
cultivated at the local and state levels. More
than just embracing new technology or a
As we traveled throughout Michigan last
spiffy transit center – which are great and
November, we witnessed – once again – the
important accomplishments – Michigan’s
tremendous energy, innovation and commit- transit providers reinforced the notion that
ment of our members in action. We saw first- adapting to changing trends and proactively
hand the vital connections these providers
setting the course of an organization’s future
offer to link people with employment, health- are essential to remain relevant and competicare, community services, local businesses
tive. That reality is only compounded by
and an array of other destinations essential to evolving and uncertain landscapes in ecodaily life.
nomics, politics and demographics.
For instance, we heard about urgent trips
to dialysis in Allegan County and windwhipped winter service to employment training sites in Clare and Roscommon counties.
In Holland, Macatawa Area Express (MAX)
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To that end, we learned about Hope Network’s intentional approach to innovation
that’s already spurred a new employment
transportation service (Wheels to Work) and
a direct response to the transportation net-

Previous Page

work company (TNC) model in the form of
its GoLux brand. The same is true with ALTRAN’s booming service in partnership with
the National Parks Service to Pictured Rocks
National Lakeshore in and around Munising.
Innovation in practice – in Michigan, and
elsewhere – is about seizing opportunities as
they materialize to better serve a community
or region. The concept couldn’t bee explained
more succinctly than it was by CCT’s Jill
Drury, who described her organization’s
flexibility by saying, “we can be one thing
during the day, and a different system in the
evening. We operate one way in April and
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another way in July — we just don’t want
to be seen as one-size-fits-all, we need to be
more efficient.”
And while each provider’s success is
grounded in how it uniquely responds to the
needs of its service area and customers, some
common treads still materialized among
our visits. First, many transit systems in
Michigan in receive local funding via voterapproved property tax millages. According
to the Michigan Public Transit Association
(MPTA), 60 of the state’s 79 transit systems
are supported by millages and several have
multiple millages within their agencies which
apply to different areas they serve. That presents both the opportunity to be constantly
engaged in relating the values of a service
to the community, but also an ongoing challenge of operating in the political arena. Tom
Pirnstill from Clare County Transit Corp.,
views his job as a “facilitator” rather than a
manager, in part due to this responsibility.

Our Past Michigan Coverage
While this state profile edition of DigitalCT certainly represents our most extensive coverage of
transit in Michigan, it is certainly not the first time we’ve covered community and public transportation providers and issues in the state. Click on the image or link to view each article.

DigitalCT Magazine
Michigan Transportation Connection
Edition: The Changing Face of Non-Emergency Medical Transportation
Winter/Spring 2016

Isabella County Transportation Commission (ICTC)
Edition: The Rural Transit Reality
Winter/Spring 2014

Community Transportation/CT Reporter Magazine
Job Pact: Moving People from Welfare to Payroll
Edition: Mobility Means Job Opportunities
November 1993

Additionally, numerous Michigan transit
providers operate service far beyond the typical days and hours that might be common
elsewhere. Leaders at ALTRAN, CCT and
Hope Network all describe early-morning,
late-night and weekend service that finds
drivers and dispatchers covering most of the
breadth of a 24-hour day. These voluminous
operations don’t exist to satisfy an imperial
desire where the sun never sets on service,
but rather because of significant needs to get
to work, childcare, school, medical treatment
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Getting SMART
Edition: Charting a Course Through Troubled Waters
November 1995
		
Transportation Driving Michigan Welfare Reforms
Edition: Special Legislative Issue: Legislative Diner
April 1997
Taking SMART to the People
Reinventing Urban Transit
November/December 1998
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Our Michigan Members

or other locations beyond the 9-to-5 routine.
Its for these and other reasons that Michigan has always been – and continues to be
– a great state for transit to flourish. CTAA
is proud to count 53 members (see list at
right) in the Great Lakes State (or Wolverine
State, depending on where the person you’re
speaking with went to college). With only
a few days available, we couldn’t visit everyone but we did our best to show a wide
cross-section of communities of all sizes and
needs. And it’s why we’re proud to bring
EXPO 2017 to Detroit this June 11th-14th,
where a good number of Michigan transit
leaders will present their ideas and strategies.
Come on out to experience Mobility Rising,
flavored with the best Michigan has to offer!

CTAA thanks its 53 members across Michigan for their continued support! To
learn more about CTAA membership, visit www.ctaa.org or contact Membership
Director Caryn Souza at souza@ctaa.org or 800.891.0590 x714
ALTRAN – Munising

Livingston Essential Transit – Howell

Allegan County Transportation Services – Allegan

Macatawa Area Express – Holland

Barry County Transit – Hastings

Marquette County Transit Authority – Marquette

Battle Creek Transit – Battle Creek

MetroEZRide – Southfield

Cadillac/Wexford Transit Authority – Cadillac

MassTrans – Boyne City

Champion Bus Inc. –Imlay City

Michigan Dept of Transportation – Lansing

Chariot Transport – Livonia

Michigan Public Transit Association – E. Lansing

Charlevoix County Transit – Boyne City

Muskegon Area Transit System – Muskegon

City of Hancock Transit – Hancock

Nankin Transit Commission – Westland

City of Niles Dial-A-Ride – Niles

PCTrans – Ann Arbor

Clare County Transit Corporation – Harrison

People’s Express – Whitmore Lake

Clarkston Motors – Clarkston

Preferred Medical Transport – Livonia

Clinton Area Transit System – Saint Johns

Roscommon County Transit Auth. – Houghton Lake

County Connection of Midland – Midland

ROUSH Clean Tech – Plymouth

Elite Group International – Adrian

Saginaw Transit Authority/STARS – Saginaw

Enjoi Transportation – Detroit

Sanilac Transportation Corporation – Sandusky

Gladwin City-County Transit – Gladwin

Shiawassee Area Transportation Agency – Owosso

Greater Lapeer Transportation Authority – Lapeer

Southwest MI Planning Commission – Benton Harbor

Greyhound Lines, Inc. – Detroit

Thunder Bay Transportation Authority – Alpena

Hope Network – Grand Rapids

Transign, Inc. – Waterford

Huron Transit Corporation – Bad Axe

Transportation Management, Inc. – St. Joseph

Icom North America – New Hudson

Van Buren Public Transit – Bangor

InterClean Equipment, Inc. – Ypsilanti

vRide, Inc. – Troy

Interurban Transit Authority – Douglas

West Michigan Transportation LLC – Muskegon

Ionia Dial-A-Ride – Ionia

Xpress NEMT, Inc. – Southfield

Isabella County Transp. Comm. – Mt. Pleasant

Yates Dial-A-Ride – Idlewild

Kalamazoo County Transit Authority – Kalamazoo
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The Michigan Transit Tour Scrapbook
Story on
page 25

Story on
page 29

The shores of Lake Charlevoix, as seen from Boyne City
Upon landing at Traverse City’s airport, we were greeted
with this bus stop for Bay Area Transit Authority, which
serves the region.

Overhead view of Clare County Transportation Corp.’s
offices in Harrison as we flew overhead to Traverse City.

Panoramic view of Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore near Munising, Mich.

Amtrak’s station in Holland, Mich., which serves the daily
Pere Marquette train to/from Chicago and Grand Rapids
and the administrative offices of Macatawa Area Express
(MAX).

Story on
page 21
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Transit for All
Join the Association that’s committed to you, your community and your passengers
CTAA Membership Director Caryn Souza is ready to answer your questions and discuss
membership dues
800.891.0590 x714
membership@ctaa.org
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Welcome from Michigan’s Transit Associations
Community and public transportation providers in Michigan have the advantage of two transit associations working statewide to represent their interests and provide networking opportunities. Both are CTAA members and represent CTAA members, so we offered both
a platform here to share more about their organizations and their policy and legislative agendas – ed.

By John Drury

By Clark Harder

The Michigan Association of Transportation Systems
(MASSTrans) is a non-profit coalition of public transportation
systems from across Michigan. Our members are rural and small
urban transit agencies. We also have two members that provide
passenger ferry service and one tribal member. MASSTrans represents 25 of the 79 public agencies in Michigan.

The Michigan Public Transit Association is a non-profit statewide
association incorporated in 1977 under Section 501(c)6 of the Internal Revenue Code. First organized in 1974, our membership ranges
from some of the largest urban public transit system providers in
Michigan to a majority of the smaller rural demand-response systems. Geographically our membership is distributed throughout
the state, from southeast Michigan to the western-most point of our
Upper Peninsula.

MASSTrans Mission and Purpose:
“To combine safe and effective transportation with the most effective use of resources in the provision of services to Michigan customers. Customers are defined as the citizens or any urban or rural
area within the State of Michigan requiring transportation services;
those human service organizations supporting such citizens; and
the governmental organizations providing services to those citizens.”
1.
2.
3.

To serve as an advocate for public transit.
To promote effective and efficient public transportation
services.
To promote equitable and predictable funding for public
transit providers in Michigan.

www.ctaa.org
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Much of our advocacy involves working closely with Michigan’s
Executive and Legislative branches and the Michigan Department
of Transportation. We are also an advocate for our members on issues dealing with the federal branch of government. There is some
form of public transportation in all 83 of Michigan’s counties.
In 2014 we launched a spin-off 501 (c)3 nonprofit called the Michigan Transportation Connection to broker both public and private
transportation rides for non-emergency medical transportation
purposes. We have since begun expanding our services to include
any type of human service brokerage needs and will complete a
full state-wide build out of our program in 2017.
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4.
5.

To promote cooperation and communication among transit
providers.
To provide assistance and training for transit systems.

Formed in 1996, MASSTrans initially focused its efforts to reform the state funding formula in an attempt to provide predictability and fairness in state funding to make it more efficient and
responsive to the needs of Michigan citizens. Our focus turned to
advocating for and providing training opportunities for our drivers, dispatchers, and mechanics, the ‘Front Line Employees’ at our
agencies. The first ‘Front Line Employee Training Conference’
grew out of an annual weekend training conference originally
organized by some of our founding members, which was generally limited on a regional basis. MASSTrans expanded the training
conference to offer it toall transit agencies in Michigan, and is now
in its 14th year.
MASSTrans also is the organizer and sponsor of the Statewide
Small Bus Roadeo in Michigan. After the Michigan Department of
Transportation’s staff reductions in the mid 2000’s forced them to
drop the organization of the Statewide Roadeo, MASSTrans took
over the organization and planning for the event. This year’s upcoming Statewide Roadeo, which we plan to be held in conjunction
with the CTAA National Roadeo, will Michigan’s 42nd Small Bus
Roadeo.

The MPTA is the oldest public transportation association in the
state and we have a long list of successful efforts on behalf of our
membership, including in the past year the successful passage of a
new transportation funding package that will bring several million additional dollars to public transportation purposes in the next
three years. Along with a daily lobbying presence in the Michigan
Legislature, we provide our members with numerous services
including training and education, board governance assistance,
and millage election counseling. We administer the state’s RTAP
program on contract through the MDOT and we hold four conference/training events during the year and two vendor shows.
We are governed by a 16 member board that includes 15 individuals representing transit agencies of all sizes and one representative of our affiliated business members. The Association offices are
located in East Lansing and we employ two full-time and one parttime contractual employee. Clark Harder is the Executive Director,
Director of Administrative Services is Cindy Zolkowski and Joe
DeKoning coordinates training events. Government affairs work is
provided by Dusty Fancher of Midwest Strategy Group.

In addition to serving as
MassTrans’ Administrator, John
Drury also is the Chairman
of the Charlevoix County
Transportation Authority, which
oversees the historic Ironton
Ferry (pictured) across Lake
Charlevoix.
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Blue Water Area Transit (BWAT) is a smallurban transit provider located in Port Huron,
Mich. The agency has been a CTAA member
since 2007. It’s General Manager Jim Wilson
and Finance Director Dave McElroy sent us
this update on their system – ed.
DigitalCT: Tell us some basics about your
system.
BWAT:
1.
127 Employees
2.
Fleet of 80 buses
3.
Over 1.2 million directly operated passenger trips in FY 16
4.
Regular fare is $.80
DigitalCT: What type of people ride your
system and where are they going?
BWAT: We have people from all walks of
life going to:
A.
B.
C.

D.
E.

Services
Shopping/Leisure

DigitalCT: What’s innovative about your
system?
BWAT:
1. We began using compressed natural gas
(CNG) to fuel part of our fleet in 1996
2. Our entire fleet is now powered 100% by
CNG
3. We have the State of Michigan’s largest
CNG fleet and largest capacity CNG fueling
station

Work
Health Care
School

www.ctaa.org
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SUN small
urban
network

BWAT is a
SUN member!

small
SUN urban
network

DigitalCT: What challenges are you facing?
BWAT:
1. Rising cost of health care (like everyone)
2. Instability of State of Michigan funding due to state’s outdated transit funding
formula
3. Ever increasing FTA reporting and policy
requirements
4. As job market in the area improves, more
difficult to find qualified employees when
positions open up.

CTAA’s
UrbanNetwork
Network
is working
CTAA’s Small
Small Urban
is forming
rightto
improve
federal
transit
legislation
andinpolicy
now! If you
represent
a transit
operation
a
for
smaller cities.
If you please
represent
a transit
small-urban
community,
contact
Scott
operation
in a small-urbanand
community,
Bogren at bogren@ctaa.org
be sure to get
please
Richlist.
Sampson
on our contact
SUN mailing
The first at
fullsampson@
meeting of
ctaa.org
andtake
be sure
on our SUN
the SUN will
placeto
onget
September
5. Stay
mailing
hosting
next SUN
tuned tolist.
theWe’ll
CTAAbe
FastMail
for our
the lastest
deConference
August 2017. Stay tuned for
tails.
further details...

small
SUN urban
network
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Yates Dial-A-Ride was established in August
1976 as a demand-response system operated by
Yates Township in Lake County. Transportation
services are provided to over thirteen adjacent
townships. In addition to its regular service,
Yates Dial-A-Ride provides transportation to the
area human service agencies, senior centers, and
essential transportation for its residents with
disabilities. Vedra Gant serves as its Executive
Director, while Howard Perry is its Manager of
Strategic Communications. The agency became
a CTAA member in 2016.
DigitalCT: Tell us some basics about your
system.
Gant: Yates Dial-A-Ride Transportation System is a demand-response service providing
transportation for over 40 years to 14 townships in rural Lake County, Mich., with an
approximate population of 11,000.

During the summer there are many events
for entertainment and citizen participation,
i.e. festivals, parades and historical celebrations.

Our transit system serves as the pilot as the
first public transportation system to provide DigitalCT: What’s innovative about your
school transportation in our district.
system?
DigitalCT: What type of people ride your
system and where are they going?
Gant: We transport elderly and elderly with
disabilities anywhere in the county. Our
seniors and community passengers travel
to medical appointments, senior services
agencies, and shopping and other local
human services departments. Our community travels to the downtown area to do
shop, bank, attend events and trainings.

www.ctaa.org
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Gant: We have a corridor run for public
transportation every Thursday from Lake
County our Ludington neighboring county
and on the first Tuesday of the month we
transport to our eastern neighboring county
Reed City, Mich. Dropping off at 12:00 p.m.
and picking up at 4:00 p.m. Other options
for rural transportation are open with
regional support from neighboring transit
systems that will allow our residents to connect with transfers to travel across county

Previous Page

Vedra Gant

Howard Perry

lines through partnership with local transit
systems.
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DigitalCT: What challenges are you facing?
Gant: With approximately 90 percent of
our pickups being on rural dirt roads/
secondary roads it can be a bit challenging to maintain our vehicles over time.
Nevertheless, we are very pleased to serve
our community, providing a service that is
affordable, accessible and responsive to our
customers’ needs.
DigitalCT: Dial-A-Ride’s motto is “Service...our reason for being” and your “A
Ride For All” approach is exactly how we
think systems can effectively communicate to their communities. Tell us a little
bit about your approach to outreach to the
community.
Gant: The cost is affordable for income
families and seniors. We have repeated

www.ctaa.org
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riders who depend on our system for their
vital transit needs. Drivers, dispatchers and
office administration have built positive
relationships with customers which helps to
manage the transit needs of our community.
How can CTAA better help systems like
yours?
Gant: CTAA can continue to help our system through many ways one that is vital
to transit growth is its online courses that
we’ve participated in and have found our
system to be successful as we utilized the
skill and trainings to provide transit needs
and customer support for our community.
CTAA can better help systems like ours rise
to a higher level of excellence through its
continual and endless supply of transit support and educational options for growth.
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DigitalCT made a quick stop by Yates Dial-A-Ride’s facility
in Idlewild during our visit to Michigan. Due to scheduling
conflicts, the agency’s staff weren’t available that day.
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Detroit’s Renaissance Features Transit
By Rich Sampson
Detroit is a city built on transportation.
It’s unofficial moniker – Motown – while
also commonly associated with the music
genre that originated here reflects its premier worldwide standing in building motors and the automobiles they power. The
logo of the 11-time Stanley Cup-winning
Red Wings NHL franchise is a winged
wheel. Its no hyperbole to say its identity is
deeply entrenched with vehicles.
Of course, that same industrial base most
often associated with personal cars also
produced buses – hundreds of thousands
of them. It still does today, albeit in lesser
volume. And it – in some part – created
a regional reliance on automobiles to get
around. Detroit – like most cities – once
featured a substantial streetcar and interurban network. It’s last route ended service in
1956.
The suburbanization brought about by
widespread American car ownership fueled
Detroit’s regional economy for a good century, but also began to undercut its urban
core. Working-class families fled long-established urban neighborhoods starting in the
1940s, impacting everything from the city’s
small businesses to its public school system.
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Both DDOT and SMART routes serve the Rosa Parks Transit Center in downtown Detroit.

While not much different in direction than
most U.S. cities, these post-WWII trends
were perhaps more pronounced in Detroit than anywhere else. In 1950, the city’s
population reached its zenith at more than
1.8 million, with about 1.5 million living
in the suburbs. By 2014, the city had lost
more than half of its population, falling to
680,000, with its seven-county suburban
region counting more than 3.9 million resi-

Previous Page

dents. With more than 77 percent of its jobs
located beyond its central business district,
its the most sprawled metropolitan region
in the nation. And those conditions are
what led its public transportation network
to its current reality.
Two separate – but often connecting –
fixed-route bus networks serve the region:
the Detroit Department of Transporta-
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tion (DDOT) within the city limits and the
Suburban Mobility Authority for Regional
Transportation (SMART), which – as its
name implies – connects suburban communities. SMART and DDOT buses transfer
riders at select locations, and SMART buses
serve destinations in the city directly, including downtown.
That arrangement has largely remained
unchanged since SMART’s precursor – the
Southeastern Michigan Transportation
Authority (SEMTA) - began service in 1967.
Over the years, various plans and initiatives
to improve transit options in the region
have came and went. Most recently, voters
narrowly turned down a ballot measure
in November, 2016, to fund new service
through the Regional Transit Authority of
Southeast Michigan (RTA), including new
bus rapid transit (BRT) and commuter rail
lines. The measure – put before voters in
Oakland, Macomb, Wayne and Washentaw
counties – failed by less than 20,000 votes,
or 50 to 49 percent. Voters in Wayne and
Washentaw counties generally supporting
the plan, but those in Oakland and Macomb
counties opposed it more strongly. The RTA
can put forward another measure in two
years.
Rebuilding DDOT
In the meantime, its existing transit operations are finding new momentum in
a region that is building its way out of a
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decline enhanced by the global economic
downturn of 2008. According to the Detroit
Regional Chamber, since 2013 Detroit has
benefited from $3.4 billion in announced
or completed development within the city
limits. And through investments from international companies such as Amazon and
Nike – along with the nonprofit TechTown,
founded by Wayne State University, General Motors and the Henry Ford Health System – more than 226,000 private sector jobs
were added in the region from 2008 through
2015. That includes hundreds of new businesses opening in downtown Detroit, and
high residential occupancy rates in downtown and Midtown.
A resurgent Detroit economy is paralleled
by an increasingly more reliable and usable
DDOT network. According to the Detroit
Free Press, the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) recently lifted financial restrictions on the agency imposed in March
2013 resulting from poor maintenance and
on-time pullout performance measures. On
some days, some scheduled routes failed to
operate at all, with only 58 percent of its active fleet available for service in 2014.
DDOT’s improved operations standards
match service options expanded during
2016: three new routes began service and six
existing routes were increased to 24-hour
daily service. The enhanced routes and reliability drew an additional 1,500 weekday
trips, totaling more than 95,000 daily riders.
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Vital Stats
Organization: Detroit Dept. of Transp. (DDOT)
Founded: 1922
Annual Ridership: 26 million
Number of Vehicles: 300
Website: http://www.detroitmi.gov/ddot

Organization: Suburban Mobility Authority for
Regional Transportation (SMART)
Founded: 1967
Annual Ridership: 9.9 million
Number of Vehicles: 281
Website: https://www.smartbus.org/
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“We began tackling its performance deficiencies one by one,” says Dirks. “Our
employees spent a lot of time to make sure
the agency had enough buses and drivers to
achieve on-time service.”
(Stay tuned for additional insight from the
leaders of both DDOT and SMART in our official EXPO 2017 program magazine, which will
also be posted digitally after the conference – ed)
DDOT’s phased expansion of 24-hour bus routes.

SMART buses attract an additional 44,000
passengers each day.
“DDOT has done an excellent job recently
of improving the reliability of their service,”
said Megan Owens, Executive Director
of Transportation Riders United, a transit
advocacy group in Detroit. “They had some
huge problems with not even operating the
bus routes that were scheduled. They went
from 70 percent and 80 percent of their actual routes running up to 99 percent.”
Much of that growth is attributable to
DDOT Director Dan Dirks, a longtime
member of CTAA’s Board of Directors, who
retired from SMART as its General Manager
in 2007. Under Dirks’ leadership, DDOT
focused on the basis of successful transit
operations, working with the system’s drivers, mechanics and supervisors to rebuild
operational performance. The arrival of 80
new buses in 2015 didn’t hurt, either.
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Detroit Rail City?
While SMART’s predecessor, SEMTA,
largely focused on building a comprehensive suburban fixed-route bus network, it
also offered a couple early forays into rail
transit service. The agency briefly operated commuter rail service from downtown
Detroit to Pontiac from 1974 to 1983. The
operation was eventually incorporated into
Amtrak’s thrice-daily Wolverine service.
As the commuter rail service was ending,
SEMTA oversaw the construction of a new,
elevated rail line encircling downtown Detroit known as The People Mover. Although
the project faced delays and cost overruns,
the fully-automated, 2.94-mile loop opened
in 1987. SEMTA handed over control of the
system to the Detroit Transportation Corporation (DTC) – a city department, along
with DDOT – in 1985, as the operation was
entirely contained within the city limits.
Today, the route – which operates one-way
in a clockwise direction – carries more than
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6,000 daily riders through 13 stations using 12 vehicles. Among the stops are EXPO
2017’s host hotel at the Renaissance Center
and the convention center, Cobo Center.
More three decades, the People Mover has
represented the only regular rail transit service in Detroit. That will all change this year
when the 3.3-mile QLINE streetcar opens,
with its launch expected for the spring. A
private consortium of business interests
pushed forward the concept for rail service
on Woodward Avenue (Michigan’s Route
1), after previous plans for longer light-rail
and BRT routes failed to materialize. QLINE
streetcars will offer a convenient connection with
Detroit’s rail options: People Mover,
the People
Amtrak and QLINE
Mover at the
Grand Circus Park station, as well as
Amtrak trains
in the city’s
New Center
district.
While
buoyed with
more than
$37 million in
federal grants
as well as
smaller investment streams
from state and
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Transit in Detroit
from Cobo to the Renaissance Center takes
about 15 minutes.

QLINE streetcar undergoing testing at Campus Martius
Park in downtown Detroit in December 2016.
A Detroit People Mover train travels above QLINE tracks at
Grand Circus Park in this fall 2016 image.

local sources, the bulk of the $179.4-million project is financed through private and
philanthropic contributions organized by
the nonprofit M-1 Rail (this extensive background prospective from the Kresege Foundation
explains the groundswell of non-public support
generated through M-1 Rail – ed). The amount
raised through M-1 Rail includes enough
funds to support the system’s first decade
of operations. The organization expects
QLINE service to spur more than $3 billion
in economic development in its first ten
years, with 130 transit-oriented development (TOD) projects already underway
along the corridor.
QLINE trains will be only the second
streetcar vehicles in North America to
operate a portion of their route powered
by lithium-ion batteries, after Dallas’ Oak
Cliff Streetcar, which opened in 2015. The
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emerging technology allows QLINE to operate without overhead electric wires for 60
percent of its route. The first QLINE vehicle
– manufactured by the Brookville Equipment Corporation in Brookville, Pa. – arrived in late 2016 and is already undergoing
testing on the line. Woodward Avenue also
was the thoroughfare that hosted Detroit’s
last streetcar trips in 1956. Daily ridership is
forecast at anywhere from 5,400 to 8,000.
Experiencing Detroit Transit at EXPO
2017
Attendees at CTAA’s EXPO 2017 this June
(11-15) will have numerous opportunities
to interact with Detroit’s portfolio of transit options. Most immediately, The People
Mover provides an under-five minute trip
when heading between EXPO’s host hotel
(the Detroit Marriott at the Renaissance
Center) and the Cobo Center, where most
EXPO events will take place. The return trip
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For a more in-depth immersion into all
of Motown’s transit options – from DDOT
and SMART fixed-routes and the Rosa
Parks Transit Center to QLINE and The
People Mover – your author will guide a
day-long Transit Tour on Tuesday, June 13.
This continues our ongoing EXPO Transit
Tour series, which was offered at our previous EXPOs in Albuquerque, Tampa, St. Paul
and Portland.
Additionally, EXPO attendees heading to
our annual Pecha Kucha Night on Wednesday, June 14 at the Detroit Beer Company
can travel either by The People Mover or
QLINE to the Grand Circus Park area, with
the brewery just a couple blocks away.
As with past EXPOs, our attendees will
have free and unlimited access to our host
city’s transit network via their EXPO registration badge during the conference dates.
Simply present your badge to any DDOT or
SMART bus driver during EXPO week and
your ride is free! Complementary passes for
The People Mover will also be available at
the EXPO registration area at Cobo Center
during registration hours. Fares and pricing for QLINE were unavailable as of this
article’s publishing date, but stay tuned to
CTAA’s EXPO information channels for
updated details as we get closer to June!
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The perfect compliment to Digital CT is our bi-weekly
E-Newsletter, CT Fast Mail. Delivering the latest news on
transit policy from the nation’s capitol, developments from
across the country, research and analysis publications and
information on resources and technical assistance from the
Community Transportation Association and other partners,
CT Fast Mail is the most direct location for the most relevant news and updates in the industry.
And it’s free to sign-up! Simply send an email to fastmail@
ctaa.org and you’ll be connected with the next issue of CT
Fast Mail. In the meantime, view the latest edition at www.
ctaa.org. NOTE: CTAA Members receive CT Fast Mail a
week before non-member subscribers. To become a member, visit www.ctaa.org today!
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ALTRAN Lives On!
By Rich Sampson
The first leg of the Michigan Transit Tour
began about a month earlier than the rest
of the trip, as my plane descended from the
clouds above Marquette and the Upper Peninsula, the woods below draped in red, orange and yellow foliage rivaling any found
in New England. Here, legend has it Paul
Bunyan strode ashore with Babe the Blue
Ox, his footprints carving out Lake Superior
and the four smaller Great Lakes where lake
freighters today begin their journeys east.
In any direction, the lakes, hills and forests
strike both awe and intimidation. This is a
setting where great stories originate – full of
heroics, brute strength and determination
– and traits any Michiganer dons regularly,
but unassumingly.
Such was the scene and story witnessed
in and around Munising and Alger County
over the past several years, about 45 minutes east of Marquette. Here, the county’s
transit provider – CTAA-member ALTRAN
– experienced the total loss of its main administration and maintenance facility and
many vehicles to a mid-winter fire while
also encountering the greatest demand for
its services with visitors pouring into Pictured Rocks National Park. How ALTRAN’s
employees, riders and partners transformed
perhaps their most challenging moments
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Despite the challenge of the loss of its facility due to fire, ALTRAN’s leaders, staff and riders were undettered.

into their finest hours is the sort of tale that
rightfully earns its way into any collection
of Great Lakes mythology.
(DigitalCT first covered ALTRAN back in the
summer of 2012 – ed)
The Fire: ALTRAN’s Crucible
In the late night hours on Wednesday,
March 4, 2015, ALTRAN Administrative Assistant Kim Monette placed a call with the
Munising fire department: their main facil-
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ity downtown was engulfed in a massive
fire. When the firefighters arrived, Monette
pointed out what needed to be rescued
from the building our-alarm blaze. The fire
ultimately claimed the facility along with 10
vehicles and all its maintenance equipment,
but fortunately no one was injured.
Due to the quick work of ALTRAN staff
along with immediate cooperation from city
of Munising and Alger County officials, the
agency relocated its administrative offices
the very next day to unused space at the
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Luce, Mackinac, Alger Schoolcraft (LMAS)
District Health Department building just
outside of the city. Meanwhile, its handful of remaining vehicles found temporary
homes at city and county road department
facilities. In spite of the fire, ALTRAN
resumed partial service that day. By the following Monday, it had restored all regular
service after peer systems across Michigan
loaned or donated aging or unused vehicles.
“When I first looked at the garage I didn’t
think there was anything salvageable until
I just stopped in here and saw all the office files, and the everything that those fine
young men carried out of the fire to keep
this organization going because without
this they would not be in business today,”
former ALTRAN Driver Duke Snyder told
the UP Matters news site at the time.
According to Monette, it was ALTRAN’s
more than three decades record of service
to the region and its spirit of collaboration
with organizations across the region and
throughout the state that brought about
such a quick turnaround.
“After an event as significant as that fire, it
shows how much people respect the legacy
that ALTRAN has built in serving people in
Munising and Alger County,” says Monette,
who’s been with the agency since 1981,
when it strictly served seniors and people
with disabilities.
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Since then, the agency has gone about
the work of repopulating its vehicle fleet
– which took a year and two months for
insurance reimbursement and state investment to arrive – and building a replacement
facility on the site of the destroyed building.
ALTRAN moved into its new facility on
December 15, 2016.

Vital Stats
Organization: Alger County Transit (ALTRAN)
Founded: 1976
Annual Ridership: 90,000
Number of Vehicles: 16
Website: http://www.altranbus.com/

Ridership Surges as ALTRAN Rebuilds
There is certainly never an opportune
time for a fire to destroy any entity’s primary place of business. But for ALTRAN, the
incident struck precisely as it was becoming
more popular than ever. Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore – which is administered by
the National Parks Service (NPS) stretches
northeast from Munising along the shores
of Lake Superior – began experiencing
rapid annual growth in visitors, jumping
from around 500,000 yearly visits in 2010 to
more than 720,000 in 2015, with increased
numbers expected in 2016. Lured by the
state’s nationwide Pure Michigan advertising campaign and an expanded NPS pass
program, Pictured Rocks needed a way to
move visitors from parking and lodging accommodations in Munising and elsewhere
in Alger County in and out of the park.
In 2012, ALTRAN entered into an agreement with NPS to operate regular service
into the park, as well as on Grand Island
National Recreation Area, a short ferry ride
across South Bay from Munising. Operating seven days a week, ALTRAN’s National
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Firefighters respond to the March 4, 2015 fire at
ALTRAN’s facility in Munising.
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Above: ALTRAN’s bus dedicated to its Grand Island service
the day it arrived back in Munising from the ferry in
early October; Center and right: Superior Street Station
provides ALTRAN’s downtown Munising passengers a
warm space to wait for their ride.

Lakeshore Backpacker Transportation operates two fixed routes between the Munising
Falls Visitors Center and the Little Beaver
Trailhead or Grand Sable, with intermediate
stops. Both routes require advance reservations and are often sold-out, as hikers
with their backpacks will often embark on
hikes of several days and use ALTRAN as
a one-way trip to or from their own vehicles parked elsewhere in the park or back
in Munising. At the same time, ALTRAN
sends a bus over to Grand Island on the
ferry in mid-June and provides intra-island
service until early October. It offers on-demand service to residents who own summer homes, as well as a scenic ride for visitors looking to get a sense of the 21-square
mile island.
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The twin services geared towards the
region’s natural attractions have proved
popular, especially in recent years. For the
month of August 2015, ALTRAN provided
13,000 total trips. During the same month
a year later, the number had more than
doubled to 27,000. The growth is exceptional, given the Alger County’s year-round
population is just over 9,500 and 70 percent
of its 915 square miles is controlled by the
National Parks and Forest services. Beyond
the latent market generated by Pictured
Rocks’ surging attraction among visitors,
ALTRAN credits its partnership with NPS
for successfully promoting the services as
well as arranging for priority loading areas
at trailheads and access through crowded
park roads.
“Working with NPS has been really crucial to our success,” says Monette. “With all
the crowds and the dirt and gravel roads in
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the park, we really provide a good option
for hikers and the Parks Service recognizes
that and makes sure visitors know about it.”
Doing It All, From Toddlers to
Commuters
Dealing with the aftermath of a devastating fire and booming ridership, operating
day-to-day service might seem routine.
Hardly for ALTRAN. In addition to its
routes targeted to Pictured Rocks and
Grand Island, the agency offers various
local and regional services from 6:00 a.m.
to 1:00 a.m., seven days a week. Its Rides
To Work program takes people to work for
early morning and late night shifts, regional
service links Munising and Marquette on
weekdays and a downtown shuttle in Munising on Fridays and Saturdays from 6:00
p.m. to 2:00 a.m. for folks heading to restaurants and bars. And that’s not to leave out
its service for children as young as two to
ride unaccompanied to school or daycare,
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nor its resolve in not closing but for the
worst of the Upper Peninsula’s aggressive
winters.
The variety of options and purposes
speaks to ALTRAN’s trusted role in providing safe and reliable transportation for all
its riders, regardless of age or condition.
“People really depend on us to take care
of their loved ones,” explains Monette.
“Whether it’s taking their kids to school,
older parents to the doctor or any other
reason, it’s a matter of trust and our drivers and dispatchers make the whole thing
happen.”
Serving as a focal point for its trips serving downtown Munising, ALTRAN opened
its Superior Street Station on May 1, 2013.
While not massive or opulent, the small and
tidy facility offers riders an accessible, heated and enclosed space and public restrooms
while waiting for the bus. The station is located just a half-mile from ALTRAN’s once
and future administration, operations and
maintenance center on the site of the fire.
In addition to serving as its headquarters,
the facility will allow ALTRAN to store all
its vehicles under one roof for the first time,
reducing maintenance costs and improving
vehicle reliability by preventing exposure to
the elements.

reward for sticking together when times got
tough and doing our best.”
Holding Steady
Thinking back to my flight into the Upper Peninsula earlier this fall, it was an easy
trip without turbulence. In comparison, the
conditions over the past few years for those
who work at ALTRAN have been hardly
smooth sailing. But as a sound and dedicated captain can pilot their vessel through
stormy seas or skies with their passengers
none more worse for the wear, ALTRAN
has not been deterred in its mission to mobilize Munising and Alger County, all the
while moving more people and providing
more service than ever before.

“We’re very excited for the new building and to come back home, finally, after
the fire,” says Monette. “It feels like a small
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“We just dig in and keep on rolling,” says
Monette. “It’s really easy and really hard,
all at the same time.”

Above and below: ALTRAN’s new administration,
operations and maintenance facility under construction in
Munising.

Left: ALTRAN buses meet during afternoon service in
Munising.
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Service & Solidarity in Central Michigan’s
Clare & Roscommon Counties
By Rich Sampson
Just over a month after visiting ALTRAN
and the Upper Peninsula for the first stop
on the Michigan Transit Tour, I was on another flight descending above the Wolverine
state, this time joined by CTAA Executive
Director Scott Bogren. On the approach to
the Traverse City airport, we passed over
Harrison and the distinctive blue roofed
building and adjacent solar panels of the
Clare County Transit Corporation (CCTC).
I was able to identify the agency’s facility from overhead after having visited the
agency previously, working on a project
through CTAA’s Rural Transportation Technical Assistance program, sponsored by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture. That effort
brought together community transportation providers from six central Michigan
counties to plan a coordinated process for
information and referral of trips using the
state’s 211 phone network. Today, that plan
has become a reality through the Michigan Transportation Connection (see our full
article on the MTC from our Changing Face of
Non-Emergency Medical Transportation edition
of DigitalCT from early 2016 – ed).
We returned this time to focus more
closely on the daily work of two of those
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systems: CTAA members CCTC, and neighboring Roscommon County Transit Authority (RCTA). When combined, they provide
general public transportation options to
more than 270,000 riders each year, traversing dirt roads and navigating local politics
to ensure mobility for those who need it
most.
Serving Michigan’s Center
The contours of Michigan’s shorelines on
four of the five Great Lakes (Ontario being
the exception) provide distinctiveness to
many of the state’s 83 counties. But in the
center of the state, counties like Clare and
Roscommon are almost uniformly square.
And like the shape of their borders, these
communities share many of the same characteristics: largely rural, where one or two
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towns host most of their populations.
Land is largely used for agriculture, with
higher education and medical institutions
the largest trip generators for the transit
agencies in each county. It was in these settings that many of Michigan’s rural transportation networks came into existence in
the early 1980s, including the duo that are
the focus here. Clare County’s system originated with a single van operated out of a
lean-to starting in 1981. Today, it operates 33
vehicles out of its extensive, modern facility in Harrison as it celebrated its 35th anniversary in 2016. RCTA began its existence
as the Rosco Mini-Bus System a year earlier
and has broadened its role into Roscommon’s countywide provider. Both are exclusively demand-response operations serving
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the general public, with slight variations
in how close vehicles come to the doors of
their origins or destinations
Across the board, moving seniors constitutes a large portion of the agencies’ riders,
with at least 50 percent of rides taking older
people to healthcare, community services,
recreation and shopping. CCTC and RCTA
fill in the rest of their service with a combination of trips to employment locations,
education and training campuses, social
programs and other purposes. Some local
organizations partner with the systems for
specialized services on a contracted basis.
For the two entities, their operations grew
out of a need and desire to help those living
nearby.
“It’s for the people, we’re their neighbors,” says Nichole King, Operations Manager for RCTA, who represented the agency’s Executive Director Maureen Daughtery
during our visit. “Our riders, they rely on
us, and that’s why we’re successful.”
Tom Pirnstill, CCTC Executive Director,
agrees.
“What we do is provide a reliable and
cost-effective service, and one that is crucial
to the lives of many people every day. We
get the most out of what we have and turn
every penny we can to offering the most
service possible.”
RCTA views the challenge acutely, with a
senior population (identified as 65 or older)
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stands at twice the state level at 30.3 percent, as of 2015. Meanwhile, at 19.2 percent,
its poverty level is 20 percent higher than
the rest of state’s. At the same time, median
income at 30 percent lower than the state
average at $35,133 and employment is 31
percent lower at 42. percent.
“Looking closely at these stats individually and as a whole you can see Roscommon
County is in the perfect storm,” Daughtery
explains later by email. “Many of our residents who purchased weekend getaway
homes decades ago have now retired here
and are desperately needing services such
as transportation to medical appointments
many of which out of the county. We’re
hoping to see regional medical transportation become a reality statewide and improving access while ensuring optimum use of
transportation dollars.”

Vital Stats
Organization: Clare County Transit
Corporation (CCTC)
Founded: 1981
Annual Ridership: 130,000
Number of Vehicles: 33
Website: http://www.clarecountytransit.org/

A Ride During All Seasons
Like their peers operating community
and public transit services in most northern
states, winter conditions in Central Michigan pose challenge for daily operations
as early as November and as late as April.
Drivers and dispatchers are on duty early
to make pull-out when snowy, icy or windy
conditions ratchet up. That challenge is only
compounded by the prevalence of unpaved
and dirt roads in the region. In Clare County alone, Pirnstill relays figures that only
250 of the county’s 1,000 miles of roads are
paved.
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Organization: Roscommon County
Transportation Authority (RCTA)
Founded: 1980
Annual Ridership: 145,000
Number of Vehicles: 41
Website: http://www.roscota.net/
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ment. The agencies both offer guaranteed
trips in both directions for essential trips
as well as a safe passage option for anyone
walking or stranded on a road when a transit vehicle passes by.

Above: CCTC’s Pirnstill & Operations Manager Cory Barz
Below: RCTA’s vehicles stress the system’s county-wide
service territory

During times when many might expect
the systems to be cautious in service provision, the agencies know their work is all the
more essential. This is most important when
a passenger requires a ride to life-maintaining dialysis or chemotherapy care, or when
punching in at work on-time is the difference between a paycheck and unemploy-
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“We consider ourselves just below emergency vehicles and snow plows in terms
of essential service in the winter,” explains
Pirnstill, who also adds the CCTC facility –
constructed in 2010 with investment from
the American Recovery and Reinvestment
Act (ARRA) – includes a solar panel field
and another of elements to help ensure continued operations, as well as cost savings.
“We often share road condition reports with
road crews as our supervisors and drivers
are coming in to the garage when its snowing.”
When conditions are slightly less severe,
RCTA enjoys a steady stream of winter
riders partaking in ice fishing and snowmobiling adventures at Houghton, Higgins
and St. Helen lakes, which makes traversing the 519.6-square mile county challenging. Those same bodies of water are even
more popular as temperatures rise from
late spring through early fall, with scores
of summer cottages and resorts lining the
lakes. King attributes most of the difference
in annual ridership between RCTA and
CCTC – 145,000 and 130,000, respectively
– to recreation trips generated by Roscommon’s natural features.
“It’s really a hidden gem to most people
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who aren’t from Michigan, but we’re very
fortunate to play a role in showing off our
region’s natural beauty and supporting
the local economy in the process,” says
King, who began her career at RCTA as a
dispatcher, gradually working her way to
oversee the system’s operations.
While Roscommon may boast some
unique geographic assets, a spirit of camaraderie exists not just between CCTC and
RCTA but among nearly a dozen countybased transit systems in Central Michigan.
For years, they’ve not only provided
information and referral to anyone seeking
cross-county trips, but will provide shortdistance travel into a neighboring county to
provide a direct connection. Although onus
for arranging these linkages currently exists
with each individual rider, both agencies
point to the Michigan Transportation Connection (MTC) approach as the long-term
solution to a more robust and integrated
NEMT regional mobility network. RCTA
hosts the mobility manager for the region
under contract to the MTC at its administrative facility, the first region in the state to
implement a mobility manager position as
part of the program.
“It’s about coming together to provide the
best service,” says Pirnstill, who came to the
organization in 2005. “We have a little leeway on crossing county lines, but the MTC
gives us a formal structure and funding to
make it more responsive.”
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“We’re currently serving 429 riders
through November 2016 through the MTC
mobility manager,” says King. “It’s off to a
good start, but we’re excited to see where it
can go from here.”
Periodically Playing Politics
More than any other state, transit agencies across Michigan are directly accountable to local voters. State law requires any
transportation provider receiving funding
via local property taxes – known as millage, or the rate calculated on each $1,000 of
assessed property value – be approved or
renewed at regular intervals. Both CCTC
and RCTA receive local investment through
millage funds renewed every five years,
with CCTC’s millage most recently renewed
by more than 68 percent of voters in 2015
and more than 59 percent of Roscommon
voters doing the same a year earlier.

position,” notes Pirnstill, who estimates he
attends town or community meetings at
least twice a week, on average. “It requires
regular interaction with local leaders, keeping them updated on what we’re doing
and how it impacts those they represent. If
you keep those folks in the loop, that’s how
word trickles down to the voters.”

“The target for the millage vote isn’t our
riders voting for us, that’s pretty much a
given,” she says. “It’s the people who don’t
ride who need to understand the importance. We feel a really effective argument is
it allows people to stay in their homes and
off government programs – we’re a preventative measure.”

Kate agrees about the importance of ongoing engagement with the larger community.

Neither agency utilizes organizational
funding to promote or lobby for the out-

CCTC’s Harrison facility features an array of solar panels (below left in photo) that power its operations and
administrative needs. The agency makes its training and conference rooms available for public use.

The routine nature of Michigan’s millage
requirements presents both opportunities and challenges to transit agencies like
those in Clare and Roscommon counties.
On one hand, it requires its staff leadership and board members to be seasoned in
communicating the value of their service to
the community. Conversely, it becomes an
unending facet of life, taking up time that
might otherwise be spent conducting strategic planning, refining operations or enhancing efficiencies.
“I am a facilitator, that’s how I view my
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come of ballot measures for its millages,
nor do political action committees exist for
those purposes.

raising

standard

of

excellence

Community

“We’re very clear that we explain the
role we play in the community any chance
we get, but it’s up the voters to determine
whether we deserve their support,” says
Pirnstall.

transportation

training

Work That Never Ends
Now heading towards their fourth decades of service, the transit providers in
Clare and Roscommon counties have cemented their roles as indispensable facets in
their communities. Time and again, voters
have affirmed that value by taxing themselves to support their operations, usually
with the backing of sizable majorities. That
underpinning is not only a recognition of
the daily work done by these rural transportation systems, but a by product of it:
when people know that dependable mobility options exist, its not a hard sell.

the

Passenger Service and Safety (PASS)
The PASS program has become the industry standard in ensuring community transit drivers have
current expertise in passenger assistance techniques, sensitivity skills, and emergency preparedness. This program trains and certifies both drivers and their trainers. Drivers can now receive PASS
certification in a new two-part process consisting of both online and hands-on training – visit:
training.ctaa.org
Certified Community Transportation Supervisor (CCTS)
CCTS is a training and certification program for front-line transit supervisors. It addresses core
supervisory skills in human resource management, operations and safety management, and
performance monitoring.
Professional Dispatching and Scheduling (PDS)
This course is relevant for any demand-responsive environment, whether urban or rural, general
public, paratransit or human services transportation. It expands proficiency in maximizing the
efficient delivery of demand-responsive transportation, conveying riders’ requests into affordable
and appropriate trips, and in making effective use of the system’s transportation resources.
Vehicle Maintenance Management and Inspection (VMMI)
The Vehicle Maintenance Management and Inspection training program promotes the community transportation industry’s commitment to safe, reliable transportation through building up
the professional skills of maintenance personnel and managers.
Certified Community Transit Manager (CCTM)
CCTM status marks the greatest performance and highest efficiency in the community transportation industry. It is proof of the ability to manage a comprehensive and dynamic community
transportation system. The program is built around a rigorous professional exam, for which we
offer a two-day study class.

Certified Transit Programs Administrator (CTPA)
Developed in partnership with the American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials (AASHTO), this professional certification program is designed exclusively for the state
agency personnel who work in our industry. Through a rigorous testing and evaluation process,
this certification affords states’ highest-caliber public servants with recognition for their knowledge and accomplishment In working with public and community transportation grant programs.

We can be your partner in developing customized training courses in any
area of critical need. We will help to meet
your customized training needs with our
own staff and resources, or will help you
identify and obtain the particular training
assistance you need for any conceivable
situation.
Program topics can be selected from the
existing courses or can be custom designed
based on the interests and needs of the
group. Several organizations with the same
needs may collaborate to reduce costs. All
courses are coordinated by our Training
Coordinator, who will also assist in identifying potential partnerships and collaborations.
Many of our courses are offered on-site at
different organizations, tailored to meet
specific needs. This on-site training is
convenient, cost effective and allows you
to assist in the design and delivery of the
program.
Join the organization that’s working for you
as it represents its members before Congress, working closely with Federal agencies advocating for equitable funding and
reasonable transportation policies. Join
now and save on training and certification
programs. Call Caryn Souza, Membership Director at 202.294.6527 or e-mail
souza@ctaa.org today!

Certified Safety and Security Officer (CSSO)
CTAA has developed the CSSO program as the first step in a two part process to provide accreditation to transit organizations in the critical areas of safety and security. In its essence, this
protocol allows for assessments by Certified Safety and Security Officers (CSSO) of their respective
transit systems prior to an on-site review by the CTAA accreditation panel. Following the review
and assuming the transit organization meets all eight areas of the program’s benchmarks, CTAA
For information on course offerings,
will then issue the organization a Community Transportation Safety and Security Certificate of
scheduling a session directly or developing
Accreditation, valid for three years. An excellent way to comply with the elements of FTA’s Transit customized training, email training@ctaa.org or
Bus Safety Program!
visit www.ctaa.org/training
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Charlevoix County Transit:
Flexibility for the Future
By Scott Bogren
The television ads feature boating and
fishing on crystal blue waters and eclectic
restaurants and brewpubs full of happy vacationing families. Pure Michigan is the tag
line for the tourism spots and Boyne City,
Mich., the second stop on CTAA’s Michigan
Transit Tour, could easily be their host.
“Transit in this part of the state is not the
same in April as it is in July,” says Jill Drury,
General Manager of CTAA-member Charlevoix County Transit. “Your service just can’t
be one-size-fits-all.”
Boyne City hugs the southeast corner of
Lake Charlevoix (the state’s third largest
lake) in northern Michigan and though it’s
home to 3,500 permanent residents, the impact of tourism on the local economy cannot be missed. Hunting, nearby ski slopes
and snow mobiling ensure that Charlevoix County enjoys two vacation seasons.
DigitalCT Editor Rich Sampson and I were
visiting in what locals call, “the shoulder
season.”
“It used to be more visitors here in winter
than summer, but that’s changed in the last
20 years,” says Drury.
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Charlevoix Transit has experienced a similar transition, growing from a system dedicated to seniors and people with disabilities
launched in 1976 (funded largely through
Section 5310’s predecessor — Section 16(b)
(2)) to a rural general public operation
today that partners with local businesses to
transport visitors as well as permanent residents, and one that even serves an island
accessible only by ferry boat. The system
also serves three year old passengers wtih
an early learning program contract. It’s also
taken on an unusual nickname with locals,
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who call it the pickle bus due to green stripe
on the side of the vehicles.
Drury, who grew up two hours south of
Charlevoix County in White Cloud, Mich.,
has called Western Michigan home for
25 years. She moved to Boyne City when
she accepted CCT’s leadership position in
211. While the area’s tourism industry has
grown and opened up new opportunities,
she doesn’t believe the basic need for mobility has changed all that much.
“People need these services,” she says,
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emphatically.
Drury’s career path into transit is a familiar one. While working at the Newaygo
County Commission on Aging (COA) in
White Cloud, her boss appeared in her office one day and said, “we have a bus, we
need to use it.” What started with a single
bus soon grew to five buses and five vans,
and trips purposes started growing to
include non-emergency medical transportation.
“It was always because we saw a need,”
recalls Drury.
When she increased the size of the COA
fleet, she met with nearby transit leaders at
Yates Dial-A-Ride (CTAA Member), Clare
County Transit Corporation (CTAA member) and in Ludington. She cited their assistance as vital to her progression ad a transit
leader (see our profiles of Yates Dial-A-Ride
and CCTC in this edition – ed)
“Now I share, too,” she adds.
Redefining Transit’s Role
Charlevoix County Transit’s facility is just
outside of Boyne City’s charming downtown area, beside Boyne City High School
— you can hear the school bells signaling
class changes from the parking lot. The system operates 18 of its 20 vehicles from the
spacious facility that features operations on
one end, maintenance and vehicle storage at
the other.
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Last year Charlevoix County Transit provided nearly 110,000 trips across the county
— which spans 1,400 square miles and has
a population of 25,000 — in a completely
demand-response service mode. In addition
to it’s federal funding, the system enjoys local investment in the form of a property tax
millage that creates half a million dollars
annually.

Vital Stats
Organization: Charlevoix County Transit (CCT)
Founded: 1976
Annual Ridership: 110,000
Number of Vehicles: 20
Website: http://www.charlevoixcounty.org/
county_transit/

“I’ve always make sure I know what’s
going on in the county,” says Drury. “Some
parts of our service have changed, with
more riders on our buses for convenience.
But there is still a good part of what we do
that takes people to healthcare, to work and
to other places where we’re the only way
they can get there.”
It’s clear that under Drury’s leadership,
Charlevoix County Transit is seeking to redefine the value and role of public transportation in a largely rural county. Because the
county offers parents the ability to choose
their schools, the system transports children
of all ages. In addition to providing basic
mobility for older adults and people with
disabilities, the agency is providing traffic
mitigation in congested areas like Boyne
City and the town of Charlevoix.
Drury enjoys talking about how the system’s services are not just for seniors — and
points to the fact that a 3-year old regular
passengers (participating in the aforementioned early learners program) had a bus
birthday party complete with a cake with
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the pickle bus pictured on it. It’s all part of
weaving the system into the community’s
diverse fabric.
“Our job is to help people,” says Drury.
“All people. We’re a link to the community
that transports people to jobs, children to
school, seniors and people with disabilities
to daily social services and that connects
visitors with local amenities.”
A key to the system’s success has been,
simply, paying attention. Drury saw the
congestion in the local towns with tourists
attracted to the lakeshore communities. She
also knew that her buses were largely idle
during some of these hours — particularly
on the weekends and in the evenings.
“So I went directly to local businesses to
see if we could partner with them in building up our service as well as helping lessen
congestion,” says Drury. “Several restaurants stepped up right away.”
It’s the type of public-private partnership
that Drury hopes can really build Charlevoix County Transit. The tourism operation
launched last July. But it’s not the only way
the system in responding to local demand.
Seeing that some of the local hotels and
businesses were increasingly operated two
or three work shifts, she arranged to have
the transit system respond with later operations that can serve both the workers and
employers, as well as reducing congestion
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and offering better options for both residents and visitors. The service currently is
available on Friday and Saturday nights,
with hopes to eventually expand to weeknights.
Drury sums it all up by noting that, in her
mind, rural transit thrives when it’s responsive and flexible.
“We can be one thing during the day, and
a different system in the evening,” she says.
“We operate one way in April and another
way in July — we just don’t want to be seen
as one-size-fits-all, we need to be more efficient.”
Perhaps it’s Drury’s experience with a
highly unique aspect of Charlevoix County
Transit’s service area that helped evolve this
responsive approach. Beaver Island is the
largest island in Lake Michigan and sits 32
nautical miles off the Charlevoix coast and
is only accessible via air and ferry. Charlevoix County Transit maintains and operates
two vehicles that stay on the island.
“The island has unique needs,” says
Drury. She acknowledges that its an unusual operation, particularly in light of the fact
that access to the island by any other means
that airplane is largely impossible from December to April due to ice.
“The island is old school, but is seeking
ways to not be so isolated,” Drury says.
Charlevoix County Transit keeps two
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vehicles on the island — where the drivers
also reside. The County purchased a building on the island to store the vehicles, house
the county sheriff assigned to the island
and its road commission operations. Drury
says that trips to the rural health clinic on
the island, as well as quick journeys to the
island’s grocery store and bank, and trips
to/from the island’s two airports and ferry
docks make up the bulk of the agency’s
island service (which operates in a demandresponse mode similar to the rest of the
system).
Drury sees her role as one of balancing
numerous — and often competing — demands while at the same time ensuring
quality, safe and affordable service.
“It’s a balancing act. I try to keep on open
mind and look outside the box in terms of
new ideas,” says Drury. “The worst thing
I could do is fall back on only doing what
we’ve always done here at Charlevoix
County Transit, we need to try new things
— and understand that not all of them will
succeed.”
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MAXimum Transit in Holland, Mich.
Scott Bogren
It would be expected that Holland,
Michigan was originally founded by Dutch
Calvinist separatists in the 1840s, and that
today the city hosts the nation’s foremost
tulip festival — with more than 6 million
tulips planted in beds throughout the city.
It’s called Holland for a reason!
What CTAA’s Michigan Transit Tour
found most unexpected, in its visit to CTAA
member Macatawa Area Express (MAX)
in Holland, was a transit operation that in
its 42-year history has transformed from
a small, rural dial-a-ride operation to an
urban fixed-route bus operation.
On a relatively mild November afternoon,
Rich Sampson and I arrived in Holland and
quickly found MAX’s administrative offices
next to the city’s rail station, which enjoys
daily roundtrip Amtrak service between
Grand Rapids and Chicago via the Pere
Marquette train. Linda Lefebre, MAX’s
Executive Director, and Beth Higgs, its Customer Service and Marketing Manager, led
us to a well-appointed conference room to
discuss their operation.
“We’re a growing, fixed-route bus opera-
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tion,” says Lefebre of the MAX, “but we’ve
kept the rural transit mindset that launched
the agency in 1974.” That mindset is never
more apparent than when both Higgs and
Lefebre recount how proud they are that
all of MAX’s 30 vehicles — both fixed route
and demand response — are low-floor and
ramp-equipped.
Higgs sums it up: “It really set in, how
important that is, when a MAX passenger
in a wheelchair said to us, ‘Now I get to go
in the same door as everyone else.’”
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Lefebre agrees: “We set out to accomplish
this over a decade ago and I’m so proud
that in 2016 we’ve hit our goal.”
MAX: Making the Transition
MAX is not the first transit system to
move from rural to small urban — but few
have done it so seamlessly and with seeming so few roadblocks. Officially, the metropolitan statistical area (MSA) was designated small-urban in 2000 when the population
eclipsed the 50,000 rural threshold. At that
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time, 80 percent of the system’s ridership
was on the demand-response or dial-a-ride
part of the system. Nothing better illustrates
the system’s transition than the fact that,
today, fully 80 percent of the riders on the
system’s fixed routes.
In 2007 the system became an authority
thus leaving the jurisdiction of city government and taking on a board made up of
Holland City and Holland Charter representatives that have sustained the system
through a period of remarkable transformation and growth.
Lefebre recalls building MAX’s fixed
routes examining closely the origins and
destinations on the agency’s then dial-a-ride
service. “In many ways, it was an exercise
of simply connecting the dots.”
Today, the system’s 10 fixed-routes (which
includes MAX’s popular Twilight service)
account for at least three quarters of the
nearly half a million annual riders. Service
runs from 6:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. Monday
through Friday, and 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m/
on Saturdays. The Twilight route operates from 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m., Monday
through Saturday and generates roughly
15,000 annual trips. Fares on the fixedroutes are $1 for riders aged 18-64, free for
those 65+, 50-cents for children aged 5-17
and free to ADA-card holding passengers,
children under 5 and Medicare card holders. On the demand-response side, fares are
$5 for passengers aged 18-69, $2 for 70+ and
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children 5-17, free to children under 5 with
an adult, $2 for ADA card holders and $5
for Medicare card holders.
The best testimony for MAX’s local impact is the way local voters have supported
the property tax millage that raises $900,000
in local funding for the system. Last May,
local voters decided to continue the 0.4
property tax mil by a phenomenal 82-18
percent margin.

Vital Stats
Organization: Macatawa Area Express (MAX)
Founded: 1974
Annual Ridership: 459,000
Number of Vehicles: 30
Website: http://www.catchamax.org/

“We enjoyed a lot of non-partisan support,” says Higgs. “There really wasn’t
any organized opposition and we were
fortunate to receive great support from the
mayor, seniors, working families and many
others.” The margin of victory speaks to
MAX’s popularity.
“We like to think we’ve reached that point
where both riders and non-riders understand the value of public transit,” says
Lefebre.

MAX’s administrative offices are co-located with Amtrak
at the train station in downtown Holland, which also
serves as a ticketing agent for Indian Trails intercity bus
service.

What’s Next?
When looking to the future, both Lefebre
and Higgs cast an understandingly optimistic eye toward continued growth and the
ability to adapt MAX’s service to Holland
and the surrounding communities (particularly Zeeland to Holland’s east).
Grand Rapids — Michigan’s second largest city with a population of 180,000 and an
MSA population of more than 1 million —
is just 30 miles to the east. Lefebre started
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out in transit as a planner for The Rapid
(Grand Rapid’s transit system). Connectivity between Holland and Grand Rapids —
something not currently offered by MAX
— would make a lot of sense.
“Today, we only have one route that
leaves Holland (Route 8 to Zeeland) and
thus far we’ve been limited that way,” says
Lefebre. “But I think an easy connection
between the two cities would be a hit in
both localities.” Both she and Higgs even
mention the possibility of light rail between
Holland and Grand Rapids.
Lefebre sees some possibility in participating in Michigan’s MTC program for Medicaid non-emergency transit service, and
would definitely like to increase MAX’s
employment and work trips.
“We’re here to move everyone,” says
Higgs.

way to build local partnerships and to save
on costs.
In the bus capital replacement arena, she
notes that MAX just ordered 10 new buses
and that the system has wisely invested to
the point that it has been able to keep up to
date with its capital replacement plans.
Before the conversation ended, both
Lefebre and Higgs wanted to be sure that
we were aware of a wellness program that
the system offers to employees — of which
MAX currently has 70, 50 of whom are drivers.
“We’re proud to enjoy 100 percent participation in the new wellness program
for MAX employees,” says Lefebre. It reduces our health insurance rates and also
highlights our support for our employee’s
health.

From a capital standpoint, MAX is an unusually well-set operation. Three years ago,
the system built a new facility — known as
the Greenway Operations Facility — to securely store vehicles out of the weather and
with the potential for future office space expansion on the second floor. A combination
of earmarks and local investment enabled
this important project.
Currently, MAX shares a fueling facility
with the local schools and utilities departments — which Lefebre views as another
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Beth Higgs (left) and Linda Lefebre
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Michigan Transit Tour 2016

Hope Network: A Grand & Rapid
Embrace of Mobility’s Future
By Rich Sampson
The final day of the Michigan Transit Tour began with the Grand
River Valley – home to Grand Rapids – socked in under a dense
fog. Making out landmarks and terrain was almost impossible as
we cautiously headed south out of downtown Grand Rapids to the
suburban community of Wyoming, home to our penultimate destination: CTAA-member Hope Network (see photo at right – ed).
Turning off the main thoroughfare into the light industrial park
that’s the home base of one of Michigan’s largest non-profit service
organizations, our field of vision was still largely awash in a fine,
damp mist. But standing out among the collection of buildings
and parking lots was a fleet of bright red body-on-chassis vehicles
and minivans proudly bearing the Hope Network livery. We knew
we’d found the right place, for as the agency’s transportation program slogan goes, “if you see the red bus, you know it’s us.”
Hope Network’s signature vehicles are only the most outward
symbol of a collection of transportation services that helps the
agency achieve its mission of allowing people to live independently and with dignity. To that end, it deploys mobility options
that may initially appear geared towards the needs of seniors and
people with disabilities within and beyond the Grand Rapids
region, but also encompasses a never-ending quest to meet needs
through innovation.
Supporting the Team
Some in the transit industry consider their job to be moving vehicles and their work is providing transportation. Since its inception
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in 1963 as The Sheltered Workshop at Pine Rest Christian Hospital
and becoming a stand-alone organization with its current name in
1986, the agency has sought to provide resources and programs to
allow people to maximize both their opportunities and outcomes.
The need to move people to access these options became apparently quickly, and has offered transportation service for most of its
history. It has never considered itself a transportation provider.
“We’re a support arm for all Hope Network’s other programs,”
says Steve Harman, Executive Director of Hope Network Transportation Services. “We are a Christian organization that seeks to help
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individuals achieve their highest level of
independence. Everything else is second to
that.”

of service, the agency knows it could provide even more access if it could recruit
more drivers.

In all, Hope Network employs about 2,800
people serving more than 20,000 current
customers at 240 locations, mostly within
Michigan but a with a handful of programs
in other states. Its service groupings are
objective-oriented: rehabilitation, behavioral health, development and community
support, of which transportation falls under
the latter, comprised of 50 employees and
85 vehicles. It melds a mix of public and
private investment – ranging from federal
Section 5310 funds to contracts with local non-profits to foundation support – in
providing more than 200,000 rides per year
throughout Kent County and portions of
Ottawa County.

“We’re in growth mode now,” says Hope
Network Operations Manager Joan Konyndyk, who joined Steve Hartman for our
visit. “We have good retention rates – driver
turnover is only 17 percent and average
experience is eight years – but bringing in
new drivers is always a challenge. As a nonprofit, we can’t beat anyone on pay.”

In covering such a wide swath of programs and purposes, there’s rarely a moment of pause for the Hope Network transportation program. The first drivers of the
day often begin their trips as early as 3:00
a.m., with the last runs wrapping up at 1:00
a.m. the next day. Service operates 365 days
per year. Many of the agency’s 35 drivers
working early or late hours are authorized
to bring their vehicles home to reduce deadhead time. The organization also contracts
out all vehicle maintenance to several area
garages, again to boost operational efficiency.
Despite the seemingly voluminous level
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“Right now, we’re turning away business
because we don’t have enough drivers,”
adds Hartman, who began his career as a
pastor before starting at Hope Network as
driver. “We hire for heart, not for skill. We
can teach skills. Most of our drivers stay
because they’re mission-minded and love
their customers.”

Vital Stats
Organization: Hope Network
Founded: 1963
Annual Ridership: 200,000
Number of Vehicles: 86
Website: https://hopenetwork.org/services/
support-services/transportation/

A motivational poster at Hope Link’s transportation
offices in Wyoming reinforces the organization’s mission

Intentional Innovation
While Hope Network’s services tailored
for seniors and people with disabilities
function as the core elements of its transportation program, the department is fully
invested in the larger organization’s belief
in continual improvement. Hope Network
describes its approach to innovation as
“making bold moves from well-informed
decisions.” According to Hartman, the
mindset is borne out of enthusiastically
embracing opportunities.
“The needs are so great that the opportu-
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munity collaborative process is avoiding the
solution mindset from the outset. And that
requires being involved with the community beforehand. If you’ve had prior engagement, it’s easier to work open-mindedly
and listen carefully.”

Joan Konyndyk & Steve Hartman with the agency’s
employee recreation wall at its Wyoming headquarters.

nities are unlimited,” says Hartman. “The
question we’re always asking is ‘how can
we be more aware?’ That comes, in part,
with a recognition that some of our barriers
in responding to opportunities are selfimposed.”
In practical terms, Hope Network’s path
to constantly seeking out avenues for improvement are twofold: an internal commitment to question ways of doing business
and an outward engagement of the community at all levels and venues. During both
facets, the organization has found that two
assumptions must always be disclosed and
investigated – first, the solution cannot be
prescribed at the beginning of the process
and second, those with the most at stake in
the outcome should guide the process.
“You always have to have your ears on
the rails,” Hartman says. “The key to a com-
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While the agency’s inclusive engagement
process might seem to be rooted in pure
altruism, Hartman is open about its motivations. Across the organization, Hope
Network never rests on the belief they are
uniquely indispensable to do the work and
that strategic thinking is essential were little
is not subject to change.
“Hope Network has many silos of service
but our CEO Phillip Weaver works for coordination across the organization through
a strategic process,” explains Hartman.
“We’re always thinking about how to position ourselves for the long-haul, and that
work never ends.”
But what should be made out of Hope
Network’s internal and external re-imagining efforts in terms of practical results? The
launch of the organization’s relatively-new
employment and on-demand luxury shuttle
programs illustrate its innovation principles
in action.
Wheels To Work: Employment Is
Independence
As Hope Network Transportation Services engaged the organization’s ongoing
strategic planning process in 2014 and 2015,
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it identified becoming more involved in
providing trips to employment locations
as a natural addition to its overall mission.
As the agency strives to assist individuals improve their degree of independence,
few factors are more likely to help a person
achieve independence than obtaining and
maintaining employment.
Although employment transportation
was a logical extension of Hope Network’s
mission and capabilities, it was more important to determine if the need for such
a service existed and, if so, how it should
be thoughtfully designed to address that
need. Through the organization’s ongoing
engagement with community players via its
portfolio of programs – not just transportation – throughout the region, a need for
employment-oriented service was identified in the city of Walker. A community of
more than 23,000, Walker borders the city of
Grand Rapids to its north and west.
While Hope Network describes its relationship with The Rapid – the region’s
fixed-route public transportation network,
which includes routes connecting Walker
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and Grand Rapids – as excellent, gaps existed for low-income and entry-level workers in reaching jobs in and around Walker
itself and along the Three Mile Corridor. In
collaboration with The Rapid, the city of
Walker, Michigan Governor Rick Snyder’s
office, local employers, the area’s workforce
development network and community
partners like Disability Advocates of West
Michigan and the Kent County Essential
Needs Task Force to pinpoint employment
transportation needs and craft a framework
to address them.
The result of that effort was the creation
of Hope Network’s Wheels to Work program, which launched service in the Walker
area on June 12. Riders access the service
through a series of community hubs, from
which Hope Network vehicles transport
workers directly to their job site. Although

the $11 round-trip fare reflects the organization’s fully allocated cost to provide each
trip, most employers participate share in or
contribute to the cost of the ride. In many
cases, the fare is a dramatic savings from
cab rides that could run as high as $20 each
way. No fares are exchanged on-board, as
Hope Network bills employers directly. As
of December 2016, the program was attracting more than 3,600 daily riders.

bring candidates to us. The idea is to be able
to recruit a new population of employees.”

“We have known about the gaps in
public transportation here in the city for
years,” said Walker Mayor Mark Huizenga. “We started talking to The Rapid a
couple of years ago about how they could
service additional parts of the city but so
far hadn’t been able to find a solution with
them. The industrial corridor in Walker has
“In the past, we’ve had employees taking continued to grow and expand jobs, and
expensive cab rides to and from work and without public transit in that area, it’s been
others who took the bus to the nearest bus a problem. I think the governor’s office is
stop and then ended up walking the rest of treating this as a pilot project to help fill in
the way to work,” says Jenny Redes, Huthat transit gap and work on the kinks and
man Resource Manager for Custom Profile, figure out how to make it efficient on this
an employer that took an active role in the side of the state.”
creation of Wheels to Work. “The Wheels
to Work program gets employees to work
For Hope Network, the initial success of
and to work on time. We are hoping it will
the program is a testament to its commitment to a design thinking approach in responding to opportunities, but also a sense
of humility in recognizing they cannot go it
alone.
“The goal is helping to get people out of
poverty and the key to independence from
poverty is a sustainable job,” says Hartman.
“When we started this process, we recognized our role was the transportation experts, and it was important to have similar
expertise in community development and
workforce development outside our organization, so we worked with partners who are
such experts. This was really a community
experiment. We didn’t have the answers
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going in, but we were willing to take some
risk and learn from the process.”
Moreover, the organization views success
differently than a perpetual source of riders for its service. According to Hartman, if
riders “graduate to car ownership because
they’ve sustained their job, that’s still a win
for us. It’s the outcome that matters.”
Nonetheless, Hope Network believes
Wheels to Work is a concept with long-term
viability, but will continually monitor and
enhance its efficiency and utility.
“We want the program to be sustainable
long term,” says Debbie Coleman Hope
Network’s Economic Development team
and serves as its Brand Ambassador to
area employers. “We put together a program where the employee pays a fee and
the employer pays a fee, and by combining
those it will pay for itself. Once the bugs
are worked out, the program will extend to
other communities. It would be wonderful
if we could expand this to Caledonia, Ada,
even Holland or Muskegon.”
Adapting the TNC Model to Specialized
Mobility
Inasmuch as Wheels to Work marks the
culmination of an iterative, communitybased approach to designing a new service,
an entirely different service has emerged
from internal and strategic business planning at Hope Network. Like most organiza-
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tions and companies involved in moving
people, Hope Network had observed the
rapidly growing and evolving model incorporated by transportation network companies (TNCs) like Uber and Lyft. While
offering immediate, on-demand mobility
service was a bit beyond the agency’s technological and operational capacities, was
an untapped market of potential customers
available by offering a new and improved
level of service with off-board payment and
point-to-point travel?
Hope Network staff turned to its Director of Service Development and Special
Projects, Mike Hall, to explore how it could
attract new customers of some financial
means who usually had not utilized its core
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services for seniors and people with disabilities.
“Sometimes, when we listen to the community, some folks say they feel using a
public service makes them feel like baggage, not individuals, and so why these
people may have mobility barriers, they
don’t take advantage of our services because they don’t feel its for them,” says
Hartman.
After three months of conducting market
and demographic research along with seeking input from Hope Network staff – within, and beyond, the Transportation Services
department – Hall returned with a service
strategy that emphasized three core tenants:
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hospitality, comfort and simplicity. Hall
explained that an undeserved customer
base was waiting who were willing to pay
the full cost of a trip if it were accompanied
by an experience matching its price. Rather
than focusing on connections to medical appointments, group meal sites and rehabilitation programs, the new platform would
be tailored for rides to a nice restaurant,
an evening out at the theatre or an event at
church. Chauffeurs – not drivers – would be
trained in hospitality industry fundamentals and provide point-to-point service in
well-appointed, black MV-1 vehicles allowing for greater comfort for seniors, people
with disabilities and fellow passengers accompanying them.
“What we’re looking for is a new transportation experience, one that puts the
guest first and foremost,” Hall explains. “It
takes cues from the hospitality industry, in
that when you make a reservation with us,
you can expect a comfortable experience in
the form of easy-to-access vehicles, superior
chauffeur service, and easy payment methods—specifically for adults who cannot, or
choose not, to drive themselves.”
Hope Network launched the new program – branded GoLux, emphasizing luxu-
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ry – in the summer of 2016. Since the organization is a fully independent, nonprofit
organization, it has the ability to establish
programs targeted to specific audiences.
Go Lux service is priced by the hour and
includes as much coverage as the customer
desires, including reservations available 24
hours per day, seven day per week. Hall is
currently working on an on-demand scheduling platform that could ultimately expand
beyond GoLux service (reservations are
currently available by phone only) as well
as a membership plan that would allow for
unlimited use during a given period.
“This is an experiment in action,” says
Hartman. “We received tremendous insights from both our drivers and riders
in designing this service. We’re trying to
thread the needle between the cost of a taxi
and the product of a limousine and a standard of training and assistance people with
disabilities and seniors expect from us. It’s
an exciting time to be involved in something this dynamic.”

that of the organization’s approach to all
its work. By stressing outcomes that are the
products of its overall mission, Hope Network and its Transportation Services operation take nothing as so precious it can’t
be questioned. Opportunities abound, and
continual vocation to do better provides the
resources to engage them, thoughtfully and
innovatively.
“If you don’t innovate, you’ll be an alsoran,” says Hartman. “We’re never afraid
to ask if the decisions we make in management having an impact. We’re about providing independence here and we never
lose sight of that vision.”

Transportation has played a key role in Hope Network
services since its inception in 1963 as a branch of Pine
Rest Christian Hospital.

The Unending Mission
As we prepared to head out from Hope
Network’s transportation headquarters, the
morning’s heavy fog had largely burned
off, bringing a sense of clarity much like
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Michigan Transit Tour 2016

Allegan County’s Unusual
Path to Rural Mobility
By Rich Sampson
The final stop on the Michigan Tour led
us across the Second Street Bridge over the
Kalamazoo River into the quintessentially
Midwestern downtown of Allegan. The single-lane wrought iron bridge – completed
in 1886 – serves as the iconic symbol for the
city of Allegan and the community transportation system that serves throughout the
surrounding county of the same name.
A relative newcomer to the Michigan
transit network – first initiated with Job Access and Reverse Commute (JARC) funds
in 2000 – CTAA-member Allegan County
Transportation (ACT) provides general
public transportation service across the
925-square mile county. Moving beyond its
initial focus on employment transportation,
ACT now connects riders with healthcare,
social services and regional destinations
and other key locations.
Origins in Employment Connections
Most community and public transportation systems find their genesis as either
continuations of once private streetcar and
bus networks, or outgrowths of human and
social service programs. Very few – especially those in rural communities – were cre-
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ated in response to the employment needs
of low-income people and people with
disabilities. Such was the case in Allegan
County, which received a two-year JARC
grant totaling $300,000 beginning in 1999
(CTAA’s Joblinks Employment Transportation Initiative first profiled the then-nascent
ACT operation in 2002 – ed).
Although Macatawa Area Express (MAX)
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served the Holland metropolitan area and
the Interurban Transit Authority did the
same in and around the communities of
Saugatuck and Douglas, no comprehensive
service was available to other parts of this
county (pop. 112,000) beyond those small
urban areas aside from a few programs
isolated to eligible clients. The JARC grant
brought these previously disparate options
together and cultivated a new demand-
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response service along three corridors:
Holland – Otsego/Plainwell via Allegan,
Wayland – Otsego/Plainwell and from
Allegan to Fennville and Pullman. Its goal
was to provide low-cost transportation options to low-income workers and employees with disabilities to obtain or maintain
employment. From the outset, the program
offered extended service hours – 5:00 a.m. –
midnight – to respond to the needs of both
early-morning and late night shift workers.
A multi-faceted partnership was the key
to developing and implementing Allegan
County’s new transportation service. In addition to federal support through the JARC
program, ACT benefited from matching
investment from the Michigan Department
of Transportation (MDOT) and the state’s
Family Independence Agency along with
contracts with Allegan County’s Community Mental Health (CMH) and Work First
programs. CMH donated a vehicle, as did
the Allegan County Resource Development
Committee. Meanwhile, community partners including those that provided resources were joined by the Lakeshore Center for
Independent Living and local health clinics
in promoting use of the service. Not long after its inception, it was carrying more than
1,200 daily riders, of which 65 percent were
people with disabilities.
“The way this all came together was catalyzed by the availability of JARC funds,”
says ACT Executive Director and CTAA’s
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Michigan State Delegate Dan Wedge, himself a person with a disability and who was
affiliated with the program from its outset
and took leadership of the service in 2002.
“It really provided the spark needed to
bring people together to take advantage of
the funding opportunity.”

Vital Stats
Organization: Allegan County Transit (ACT)
Founded: 2000
Annual Ridership: 57,000
Number of Vehicles: 28
Website: www.allegancounty.org/transportation

Finding a Larger Role
After initially focusing on employment
to attract JARC funding, ACT set its sights
on a boarder realm of service in Allegan
County. When the organization became eligible to receive Section 5310 and 5311 funds
administered by MDOT in 2004, it quickly
moved to extend service through more of
the county’s rural areas and step-up its
offerings to seniors and people with disabilities needing rides to non-employment
destinations, especially healthcare. Offices
for many medical specialists are located in
Holland, Grand Rapids and Kalamazoo,
which became a natural market for ACT
trips.

ACT utilizes a variety of vehicles to provide service
across Allegan County.

“We enhanced our focus beyond employment to human service and non-emergency
transportation,” says Wedge, a native Alleganer who’s found a lifelong career coordinating both people and logistics, managing
a factory’s vehicle fleet in college, serving
as a 911 operator and later a member of city
and county boards and commissions. “Our
relationship with our partners had us connected with the non-employment needs, so
we had a roadmap on where to go.”
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recently began service as an employmentoriented operation, there were both common and unique elements in serving its
new customers.
“Commuters have a certain expectation
for quick, reliable service, but more specialized trips require a bit more care,” Wedge
explains. “We focused our contracted operator on driver training to respond to individual needs but also establishing a consistent
level of customer service. We don’t have
clients; we have customers. They all come
with unique needs.”

In addition to serving as ACT Executive Director and
CTAA’s Michigan State Delegate, Dan Wedge also oversees
all vehicle fleets for Allegan County departments.

As the service had begun with a private
company as the contracted operator, ACT
worked with the operator to quickly enhance service with the addition of formulized federal and state investment. Allegan County contributed a portion of local
matching funds, with existing and additional agency contracts with CMH, Work First
and the Michigan Department of Health
& Human Services (DHHS) rounding out
the remainder. For an agency that only had
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One of the expanded avenues for ACT’s
work has been its gradual incorporation
of non-emergency medical transportation
(NEMT) supported by Medicaid into its
portfolio. Today, it bills the state’s Medicaid
program at the same rate as its other agency
contracts: $34 per hour or $18 per one-way
trip, whichever is lower. So far, despite the
challenges other peer agencies have faced
in working with state Medicaid programs,
ACT hasn’t encountered resistance from
Medicaid program administrators in the
billing arrangement.
“Other (transit providers) in the state
think we have some magic formula in getting Medicaid to pay our rates, but we just
send them the bill and they’ve just paid it,”
says Wedge. “We’re glad it works out for
us. It helps that our operating costs have
always gotten better over time.”
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New Facility Points to Longevity
When ACT was eyeing sites for a permanent administration and operations facility,
it eyed a light industrial site on the outskirts
of downtown Allegan. It just so happened
to be adjacent to the county’s only dialysis
clinic. Although it ultimately selected the
location based on its needs for such a building, its proximity nonetheless underscored
the growing volume of ACT’s NEMT service. The new building opened in 2010, with
investment through the American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) secured by
then-U.S. Representative Pete Hoekstra.
“We designed this facility to support
future growth and long-term needs,” says
Wedge, who notes he’s only one of three
Allegan County employees assigned to
ACT, with all drivers and dispatchers hired
through the contractor. Additionally, the
agency currently contracts maintenance
activity with local garages, although Wedge
is considering bringing that work in-house
in the future.
Today, ACT operates 28 vehicles made
possible by the work of 21 full-and-part
time drivers and dispatchers. More than
57,000 customers utilize ACT each year.
And unlike many peer systems in Michigan, Allegan County currently does not
provide investment through a property tax
millage, but rather through local human
service agency contracts. A millage proposal
was considered five years ago, but has yet
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to be placed on the ballot due to competing local priorities. Wedge says expanding
transportation remains on the top of most
community assessments and believes there
is local support for a millage.
“Voters generally support local millages
across Michigan, but the timing has to be
right,” Wedge says. “Millage funding gives
you some separation from political changes
and we feel Allegan county residents have a
good feel for the value we provide.”
Success Through Awareness
ACT’s progression from a limited, employment-based operation to a full-fledged,
county-based transportation service has
been the product of a multitude of partnerships, continuously improving operations
and a focus on customer service. Wedge
credits those attributes to a sense of camaraderie and shared ownership of the program,
rather than an insular view of the organization’s capacity.
“We look to share what we know and do
with others, and we get help in return,”
says Wedge. “We make sure our service areas are aware of this system as possible and
the importance it received in people’s daily
lives.”
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Above: Downtown Allegan’s downtown charm reflects the region’s midwestern sensibility.
Below: The system’s administrative & operations facility in the city of Allegan opened in 2010.
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Improving Transit in Midland County
By Kelly Shawn, CCTM
Recently, my consulting firm (RLS & Associates) was contracted by the Midland
Area Transportation Study (MATS) to study
transportation services in the City of Midland and Midland County to identify potential transit solutions to enhance or expand
transit services in those areas. The study is
in response to a growing perception that
transportation needs are not being met by
the current systems mentioned in prior
studies, such as the Midland Area Community Foundation 2013 community needs
assessment and others that have pointed to
potential gaps that currently exist in the local transit service mix.
The City of Midland currently provides
public transit through Dial-A-Ride, an efficient service providing clean, safe and
reliable service. County Connection of
Midland – a CTAA member – operates a
similar service in the county and within the
city after Dial-A-Ride is closed. The services
are a vital link for individuals who may not
have reliable transportation or the ability
to drive. Many are thankful for these economical transit systems that will pick you
up in front of your house and transport you
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to a medical appointment, employment,
education or shopping. However, it is a first
come, first serve reservation system requiring at least a one day advance reservation.
Need for immediate or same day service
cannot be guaranteed due to capacity constraints.
Dial-A-Ride is not big city transit. DialA-Ride is not taxi service. Dial-A-Ride is
a cost-effective solution to an urban environment lacking corridors of high density,
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lacking a large transportation disadvantaged community and lacking environmental barriers to driving a car. Environmental
barriers include high parking fees, gridlock,
rush hour traffic, and no pedestrian or bike
access.
Do equal size or smaller cities have fixed
route, city bus service? Yes. Are people
riding it? Yes. Then why don’t we have
it in Midland? Well, not to bore you with
transit talk, but without some of the fac-
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tors mentioned earlier, fixed route service
may not be able to sustain itself based on
the Midland demographics, logistics and
operating environment. This is why transit
planners were brought in to help determine
if the City and County can support additional or enhanced transit services. Support
is defined as public support (ridership) and
financial support.
Implementing expanded or enhanced
transit service takes money. The fares
charged to riders may only make up 8 to
15 percent of the true cost of that trip. The
balance could come from local millage, local government matching dollars, state and
federal transit funding programs and other
in-kind funds. Transit is not cheap. The benefits can be huge and in many cases are not
apparent on the surface. Transit has always
helped economic growth of a community.
Transportation to employment, education,
human services and medical can mean less
reliance on city or county support programs
and it allows individuals to be independent
and a viable part of the community.
How do we define the need and demand
for new transit services? Well, surveys are
one way. Community outreach and stakeholder (representatives of existing and
potential riders) interviews are another
way. Both of these methods are taking place
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now in the city and county. We encourage
everyone to participate in these important
planning events. Along with other planning
tools like demographic analysis, peer analysis and ridership forecasting a plan can be
developed that is responsive to existing and
future needs of the community. As with any
planning project it must be sustainable. In
many cases, sustainability is code for sufficient funding over a long period of time.
In addition, a public input event was held
on Nov. 8, 2016 in the community room of
the Grace A. Dow Memorial Library. Feedback from the community is vital to the successful planning of future transit services.
Kelly Shawn is a Senior Associate Consultant
for RLS & Associates, based out of Dayton,
Ohio and a former CTAA employee. Mr. Shawn
has more than 30 years experience in the private
and public transportation industry, including
planning and managing public transit systems
in urban cities. This commentary originally
appeared in the Midland Daily News on October 30, 2016 and is reprinted here with permission of the author.
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How To Overcome Daunting Challenges in Rural Transit
with Computer-Aided Scheduling
By Paul Sorensen
When Cissy Morton became Mobility
Manager for Utah’s Tooele County in 2013,
she faced the same daunting challenges
as any rural government or small transit
agency manager. Despite severe fiscal constraints, she and her team still were responsible for providing public transportation to
their community, including service for the
disability and aging populations.
Conventional wisdom suggests that when
an organization is lacking finance, the goal
of efficiency becomes paramount. But, as
Morton would discover, the county—short
on funds for time-saving software tools—
managed its transportation schedule manually through a series of spreadsheets. As
each new week approached, county employees would start by copying the previous week’s schedule and then make adjustments as needed. Any time they needed
past scheduling information, employees
had to manually search through retained
copies of prior weekly schedule spreadsheets. On average, the spreadsheet system
consumed about one person-week of labor
each month to compile data for accountability reporting. This did not represent
efficiency.
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Luck would soon change for Morton
and her team, thanks to a Tooele County
grant from the Veterans Transportation and
Community Living Initiative (VTCLI) for
scheduling software, complemented by a
budding partnership with the Utah Transit
Authority (UTA).
The Role of the UTA
As the largest provider of fixed-route,
public transportation for Utah’s Greater
Salt Lake region, the UTA serves some 1.1
million residents—75 percent of the state’s
population—across multiple counties, with
commuter rail, light rail, street cars, paratransit and over 500 van pools. It was no
surprise, then, when two state transportation planning agencies asked the UTA to administrator federal funds for smaller agencies in the region to enhance transportation
for the disabled and aging populations.
As grant administrator, the UTA also
became regional coordinator of all specialized transportation services, many of which
are provided by small government agencies
and nonprofits. The goal was to increase
the efficiency of these groups by leveraging UTA’s resources, including marketing
services, grant staff and the IT department.
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“The agencies and nonprofits that serve
people with disabilities and the aging population are striving to improve the quality of
life for these individuals,” said Ryan Taylor,
UTA’s Coordinated Mobility Manager. “It’s
important to the UTA to play its part in this
big engine and help these providers serve
their clients.”
UTA, a technology champion, knew IT
tools would greatly streamline the agencies’
operations. But, despite national grants,
transportation funding outside of mass
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transit in Utah was severely limited. The
state itself provides no dedicated funding
for specialized transportation, and ridership
fares are mostly voluntary.
Recognizing that the whole is greater than
the sum of its parts, the UTA reached out
to the smaller agencies and nonprofits for
collaborative solutions to improving operations within the constraints of their tight
budgets.
Paratransit Challenges
Unlike fixed-route transportation, which
operates on set routes and schedules, demand response type services involve provisions such as door-to-door transport for
people with physical and cognitive disabilities, aging populations, veterans and others.
In managing its operations, these providers
must contend with varying arrival and return times, destinations, numbers of riders
and requested amenities such as wheelchair
lifts, on a daily basis. Behind the scenes,
agencies need to track drivers’ credentials,
vehicle maintenance, trips completed and
a host of other details for accountability
reporting.
UTA’s smaller transportation partners,
lacking the funds for computerized scheduling systems, traditionally have managed
their schedules with paper and pencil, index cards, spreadsheets or any combination
thereof. Such manual systems are enormously labor-intensive, and they are prone
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to human error.
In addition, it is difficult to achieve a
significant degree of operational efficiency
when relying on manual scheduling systems. Demand response services are costly
to provide, and manual trip planning can
obscure an agency’s view of how to most efficiently (and, in turn, most cost-effectively)
schedule its vehicles and drivers. When
agencies are unable to meet a client’s requirements, they often use taxis as a fallback, adding to the expense. “We have a lot
of resources in our community. If we maximized utilization of the resources we do
have, we would not require as much funding,” continued Taylor. “We need to efficiently use what we have as a community.”
Tooele County’s VTCLI grant for computer-aided scheduling would ultimately
put a technology solution in the reach of all
UTA’s partners.
Partnering for Computer-Aided
Scheduling
Tooele County, which lies about 40 miles
west of Salt Lake City, is in a rural environment with town centers located some 10
miles apart. Feeling the pain of its spreadsheet scheduling system, the county applied for and received a VTCLI grant for a
computer-aided scheduling system. Tooele,
however, faced two issues in executing the
grant—it lacked matching funds, a VTCLI
requirement, as well as the technical know-
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how to procure the right system for its
needs. For help, Tooele County turned to
its regional planning coordinator, and UTA
was happy to oblige.
To match Tooele’s VTCLI funds, the UTA
approached a state agency that obtains revenues via a driver’s license renewal checkoff box. The funding request was approved
with the proviso that the new computeraided scheduling system be made available
to other transportation providers, not just
Tooele County. With all systems go, UTA
then set out to identify the best computeraided scheduling solution for its paratransit
partners.
Expensive proprietary scheduling systems were ruled out early on. In addition
to being cost-prohibitive, the functionality
of these systems was overkill for the small
agencies with modest fleets. UTA shifted its
focus to the open source community for a
viable alternative.
Open Source Scheduling Tools
Prior to the Tooele County project, UTA
already had been in touch with the IT
department of RideConnection, an Oregonbased nonprofit paratransit provider. RideConnection had developed an open source
scheduling tool called RidePilot. It was the
open source nature of the platform that had
sparked the UTA’s interest—and with good
reason.
Open source systems are not owned by
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any individual or group and can be freely
distributed and modified with no licensing
fees whatsoever. By contrast, proprietary
systems can carry hefty licensing fees on
the order of six figures per year. With open
source, an agency may still need to pay for
maintenance and support, along with any
desired enhancements. Any improvements
to an open source platform funded by one
agency, however, can be freely used by any
other agency, thereby creating the opportunity for agencies to jointly benefit from
their collective investments. “Using an open
source platform,” explained Taylor, “we
could capitalize on the community-based
efforts to solve the same problems we were
experiencing with a low-cost solution.”
With RidePilot as the starting block, UTA
called together its partners, along with RideConnection’s IT manager, to discuss how
to modify the system to fit their needs. Once
the group established the system’s requirements, requests for proposals (RFPs) were
issued for modifying and maintaining the
system. UTA and Tooele County ultimately
chose Cambridge Systematics, a transportation industry software provider known for
developing and supporting open source
systems, for the job. Cambridge Systematics met the project requirements and budget
and was already a known quantity to UTA
based on the agency’s use of open source
trip planning software developed and supported by the firm.
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UTA’s Open Source Trip Discovery
System
Prior to the RidePilot Project, UTA had
received its own VTCLI grant for an online
rider trip planning tool. The agency chose
1-Click, an open source system from Cambridge Systematics, and contracted with
the provider to modify the software to its
requirements. With the software now deployed, UTA riders can go to UtahRideLink.
com to enter the particulars of a given trip,
such as the date, destination, travel time
and, as needed, paratransit eligibility information and required accommodations
such as wheelchair access. The site matches
a rider’s information with all potentially
applicable transportation options for the
specified trip—including fixed-route transit,
paratransit, taxi, ride hailing, driving, and
even biking and walking options—and rates
each option based on such factors as cost,
travel time, wait time, and walking distance.
Users who are eligible for paratransit can
save their profiles for future use after their
eligibility has been confirmed.
UTA also funded the development of a
technology link between RidePilot and the
trip planning tool. Once agencies are up and
running on the RidePilot scheduling system,
their customers can plan a trip via the UTA
website, and when a traveler selects a paratransit service provided by an agency using
RidePilot, the trip planning tool will connect directly with RidePilot to automatically
initiate the scheduling process.
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With the convenience of online trip planning for riders, connected with computeraided scheduling for agencies, both groups
will enjoy much smoother, more seamless
transportation services.
Tooele County Moves to RidePilot
As it was Tooele County’s VTCLI grant
that funded RidePilot, it was fitting that the
county be the first beta tester as well. For
easier deployment, UTA hosts the system
on behalf of Tooele County and other partner agencies across the region.
With RidePilot, Tooele Country tracks riders, rider profile information, destinations,
dates, travel times, and vehicles in the fleet
along with vehicle maintenance records and
mileage readings, drivers and their credentials, and more. When the county receives
a trip request, employees enter all of the
particulars into RidePilot. With all pertinent
data well organized and clearly presented,
they can then easily set up runs for the most
efficient scheduling of resources.
For accountability reporting, Toole County and all other UTA partners can run their
own reports, while the UTA can run aggregate reports for all providers in support
of capital planning and cost justification.
Report information, now systematically
tracked within RidePilot’s database rather
than manually compiled from a series of
spreadsheets, is much more accurate, and
reports can be created instantaneously. Each
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agency will correspondingly save untold
person-hours of work in data-gathering,
freeing up employees to work on more
meaningful tasks.
Tooele County was more than ready for
computer-aided scheduling. A few years
back, the county’s medical shuttle service
transported just 10 clients to the Salt Lake
City area every quarter. Today, it’s more
than a thousand. The growth of its ridership
was due, in no small measure, to Morton’s
initiative in spreading the word about their
services. At one point, Morton called a
meeting of clients, volunteer drivers and
a local journalist so that “everyone had a
chance to tell their story” to the press. The
resulting media article tripled ridership.

“In the beginning, all of our dispatch was
done by hand or spreadsheets,” said Morton. “Now we use RidePilot for all pickups
and drop-offs and all driver and trip scheduling. If we were still doing this manually,
we wouldn’t be able to keep up. RidePilot has made our lives so much nicer and
easier.”
Morton’s team now also uses the tool for
accountability reporting. “In our manual
system, it took 40 hours every month to go
through our information for reporting. I
had multiple employees manually tracking
ridership for each of our programs,” added
Morton. “With RidePilot, we can enter all of
our programs into one database but track
each one individually. It has saved us a lot

of hours, made reporting much more accurate and cleaned up the mess in our office.
We look more professional, too—not like
some hick town. It’s a godsend.”
An Inspiration to Other Agencies
As other UTA partners come online with
its open source scheduling tool, the agency
has strengthened its mission to inspire
smaller paratransit agencies across the
U.S. to replicate its model: partnering for
greater funding clout and shared used of
open source technology. Free for ongoing
use without licensing fees, open source
puts technology firmly within any agency’s
reach. To emphasize the point, Taylor explained that agencies are entitled to use the
UTA’s scheduling software code base now

Seasons of Transit Tours Past

Our favorite time of the year is our annual road trip and the staff of
DigitalCT (and Community Transportation before it) have been hitting the
road each year since 1999, visiting transit providers across a given state.
Here’s where we’ve been before (click the link to view):
2015: Oregon
2014: Georgia | 2013: Minnesota | 2012: New Mexico
2011: West Virginia | 2010: California | 2008: Connecticut
2007: New York | 2006: Florida | 2004: Vermont
2003: Mississippi | 2002: Iowa | 2001: Pennsylvania
2000: Texas | 1999: South Dakota & Indiana
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at no charge. To modify and maintain the
code for their own use, the agencies will
still need trained IT personnel or paid contractors, but will enjoy unrestricted use of
the software. Additionally, as agencies make
modifications, a community of users will
form, each entitled to and benefiting from
the other’s investment in system enhancements for free.
Working as a team and availing themselves of low-cost open source tools, smaller
paratransit agencies will be freed up to raise
the quality of life for their disability and
aging populations. As one Tooele County
resident explained, he had not been away
from home for three years, or conversed
with anyone other than his dog, until he
began using the county’s medical shuttle
service. It’s stories like these that keep UTA
and its partners going.
About the Author:
Paul Sorensen is senior software project manager for Cambridge Systematics, a leader in the
development of innovative policy and planning
solutions, objective analysis and technology applications. For further information, please call
(617) 234-0412 or go to www.camsys.com.
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